STANDARD EQUIPMENT

ORDERING INFORMATION
5855 — Orthopedic Trauma Table Top w/ 500 lbs. Patient Load
5853 — Advanced Control Modular Base
120 VAC 60 Hz

5853 — Advanced Control Base
240 VAC 50 Hz

SPECIFICATIONS

MODULAR TOP
Table Top Length: 84 in. (213 cm)
Table Top Width: 21-1/2 in. (55 cm)

MODULAR BASE
Table Top to Floor Height: 34 in. – 50 in. (86 cm – 127 cm)
Base Width: 32 in. (81 cm)
Base Length: 102 in. (259 cm)
Retractable Base Length: 64 in. – 102 in. (163 cm – 259 cm)

STANDARD EQUIPMENT

5890-30 — Tilt Pin
5895-120 — 90 Degree Pin & Wire Holder
5895-132 — Tilt Counter Traction Assembly
5895-137 — Lateral Perineal Post Assembly
5895-142 — Traction Boot, Large
5895-15 — Traction Boot, Small
5895-163 — Well Leg Board Assembly
5895-193 — Traction Extension, Long (38")
5895-242 — Arm Pin Assembly
5895-243 — Pad - Counter Traction
5895-271 — Perineal Post, child w/pad
5895-300 — Cover, 5855 Orthopedic Trauma Top w/arc
5895-319 — Center Support Board
5895-348 — Traction Unit
5895-411 — Tilt Traction Upright
5895-638 — Well Leg Basket Assy
5895-648 — Foot Plate Assy
5895-673 — Pad - Lateral extension
5895-618 — G.M. Board, right, w/locking knob

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

5855-519 — G.M. Board, left, w/locking knob
5855-500 — Safety Strap
5855-578 — Traction Extension, short
5855-61 — Accessory Clamp
5855-612 — Drapery Rod Assembly
5855-615 — Head End Drapery Post, Weldment
5855-617 — Foot End Drapery Post, Weldment
5855-629 — Pad - lateral post, lower
5855-644 — Leg Spar Upright
5855-672 — Traction Unit Upright, left
5855-673 — Traction Unit Upright, right
5855-752 — Roduloc Leg Spa
5855-753 — Well Leg Lower Swing Arm
5855-76 — Lower Leg Support Assembly
5855-856 — Chair Sat Assembly for MTS (6855)
6877-909 — Universal Side Rail Adaptor 6 in. (15 cm)
5855-838 — Well Leg Support Assembly
5855-864 — Traction Pivot Boot, lg, rt
5855-865 — Traction Pivot Boot, lg, lt
5855-866 — Traction Pivot Boot, sm, rt
5855-867 — Traction Pivot Boot, sm, lt
5855-868 — Traction Pivot Boot, lg, rt
5855-900 — Table Top Assembly
5855-911 — Transfer Board Assembly
5855-925 — Perineal Post Adult W/pad for lock pin
5855-930 — Tilt Well Leg Support Assembly
5855-931 — Orthopedic Traction Arc Cart
5855-932 — Instructional Video on Base, ortho, pkg
5855-933 — Patient Isolation Drapes, box of 3
5858 — Orthopedic Trauma Top
5858-1 — Tilt Bar Assembly
5858-10 — Orthopedic Traction Arc Cart
5863 — Cross Arm Support
5863-1 — Cross Arm Support
5855-10 — Universal Side Rail Adaptor 6 in. (15 cm)
5858 — Upper Patient Isolation Drapes, 12pcs
5855-15 — Traction Boards, X, Large, 1 pair
5855-16 — Traction Board Liners, large, 24 pack
5855-18 — Traction Board Liners, small, 24 pack
5854 — Lower Arm Board Set
5859 — Orthopedic Equipment Cart
10203 — Orange/Gray Gel Closed Head Ring, adult
10302 — Orange/Gray Gel Ambroid Pad, long extra-wide
10203 — Orange/Gray Gel Knee Cushion Pads, med, set of 2
10704 — Orange Gel Universal Perineal Post Pad
10706 — Orange/Gray Gel Universal Traction Boot Liner
10320 — Orange/Gray Gel Patient Safety Strap (No 5855-500)

STANDARD EQUIPMENT (con’t)

5855-18 — Traction Boot Liners, small, 24 pack
5855-16 — Traction Boot Liners, large, 24 pack
5855-15 — Traction Boards, X, Large, 1 pair
5855-10 — Universal Side Rail Adaptor 6 in. (15 cm)
5858 — Upper Patient Isolation Drapes, 12pcs
5855-76 — Lower Leg Support Assembly
5855-752 — Roduloc Leg Spa
5855-753 — Well Leg Lower Swing Arm
5855-76 — Lower Leg Support Assembly
5855-856 — Chair Sat Assembly for MTS (6855)
6877-909 — Universal Side Rail Adaptor 6 in. (15 cm)
5855-838 — Well Leg Support Assembly
5855-864 — Traction Pivot Boot, lg, rt
5855-865 — Traction Pivot Boot, lg, lt
5855-866 — Traction Pivot Boot, sm, rt
5855-867 — Traction Pivot Boot, sm, lt
5855-868 — Traction Pivot Boot, lg, rt
5855-900 — Table Top Assembly
5855-911 — Transfer Board Assembly
5855-925 — Perineal Post Adult W/pad for lock pin
5855-930 — Tilt Well Leg Support Assembly
5855-931 — Orthopedic Traction Arc Cart
5855-932 — Instructional Video on Base, ortho, pkg
5855-933 — Patient Isolation Drapes, box of 3
5858 — Orthopedic Trauma Top
5858-1 — Tilt Bar Assembly
5858-10 — Orthopedic Traction Arc Cart
5863 — Cross Arm Support
5863-1 — Cross Arm Support
5855-10 — Universal Side Rail Adaptor 6 in. (15 cm)
5858 — Upper Patient Isolation Drapes, 12pcs
5855-15 — Traction Boards, X, Large, 1 pair
5855-16 — Traction Board Liners, large, 24 pack
5855-18 — Traction Board Liners, small, 24 pack
5854 — Lower Arm Board Set
5859 — Orthopedic Equipment Cart
10203 — Orange/Gray Gel Closed Head Ring, adult
10302 — Orange/Gray Gel Ambroid Pad, long extra-wide
10203 — Orange/Gray Gel Knee Cushion Pads, med, set of 2
10704 — Orange Gel Universal Perineal Post Pad
10706 — Orange/Gray Gel Universal Traction Boot Liner
10320 — Orange/Gray Gel Patient Safety Strap (No 5855-500)
FOR COMPLETE ORTHOPEDIC TRAUMA PROCEDURES.

Part of the Mizuho OSI Modular Table System, the Orthopedic Trauma Table Top provides a complete, powered, orthopedic table for easy patient positioning and provides for skin or skeletal traction during key trauma procedures.

- HIP PINNINGS
- FEMUR, SUPINE OR LATERAL IM NAILING
- ENDER PINNING
- TIBIA IM NAILING
- HUMERUS IM NAILING

**MAXIMUM RADIOLUCENCY**
- Unique composite top enhances radiography
- Allows upper and lower extremity imaging at any angle

**ANATOMICALLY CORRECT TRACTION**
- Traction Arc™ provides constant traction on patient’s leg for adduction/abduction
- Eliminates need for leg spar on operative side
- Permits unrestricted access for surgeon and C-Arm

**DUAL COLUMNS ENHANCE STABILITY**
- Patient can be centered for added stability and C-Arm accessibility

**LIGHTWEIGHT CONSTRUCTION**
- Carbon composite construction adds strength and reduces weight
- Steer casters aid table transport

**POWER CONTROLS**
- Hand controller facilitates height, trendelenburg / reverse trendelenburg adjustments

**ACCESSORY CART**
- Specially designed for orthopedic accessories storage and retrieval
- Easy transfer of Traction Arc™ onto the table

**MODULAR BASE TECHNOLOGY**
- Accepts Orthopedic Trauma, Spinal, and Imaging Table Tops
- Creates totally comprehensive orthopedic trauma table capabilities
- Allows supine and prone procedures without removing patient